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Second To None: An Enemies To
Lovers Contemporary Gay Romance
(The Breakfast Club Book 3)

Nightclub owner Marcus Feldman never met a man he didnâ€™t love, at least for the night. Although
his best friends have all found love, Marcus shuns their advice to commit to one man and settle
down. His past has taught him monogamy and marriage is for fools, and Marcus is anything but a
fool.Tyler Reissâ€™s dream of dancing professionally is unexpectedly cut short and replaced by a
different kind of love. He trades in his ballet slippers for go go boots, and spends his nights dancing
at the hottest gay club in the city. Flirting with the customers for tips is easy, but resisting the dark
and sexy Marcus is becoming harder to do with each passing day.Unforeseen circumstances bring
Marcus and Tyler closer and though they give in to their mutual passion, both still struggle to guard
their hearts. When crises threaten, Tyler and Marcus find their strength in each other rather than
falling apart. Tyler must choose to either run, or stay and fight for the life he wants, while Marcus
realizes that love doesnâ€™t mean losing himself and opens his heart, making him a better man in
the end.
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Marcus Feldman has driven me nuts for two books. His staunch refusal to become like his friends
and fall in love made me desperately want him to meet his match. I couldn't wait to watch him fall
hard for that one special guy. I wanted him to meet the man who would turn his world upside down
and make him understand what his friends, Julian and Zach, found with their partners, Nick and
Sam. I wanted him to meet the man he would come to crave and not be able to live without.That
man is Tyler Reiss and he is perfect for Marcus. He's had it rough, suffering some disappointments
and having to make some major changes in his life. Despite his attraction to Marcus, he refuses to
be just another notch in Marcus's bedpost. He's not like anyone Marcus has ever wanted before
and I loved the push and pull between them. Their chemistry was hot and their budding friendship
was fun to watch. It was what they both really needed. I love how they slowly grew to care for each
other.I couldn't have wished for a better story or a better man for Marcus. Every chapter had me
riveted. I couldn't wait to see how the story played out but I also didn't want it to end.Felice has
amazing characters and I love how she seamlessly incorporates them between series. We get
some special guests in Second To None and it's like getting an unexpected visit from old friends.

All through this series the mystery man in the tightly bonded friendship of Julian, Zach and Marcus
has been Marcus Feldman, the man in the black shirt on the cover (thank you Ms. Stevens for the
answer to my question). He has been cast as the hedonist, totally irredeemable and cynical. There
is an interesting parallel here with Micah Steinberg, one of the MCs of the first book of Ms. Stevens'
previous series, Memories--and the wonderful thing is that both Micah and his now husband Josh
show up here as important and amazing characters.Marcus has this hot gay nightclub called Sparks
and he is rolling in money as well as well sculptured, gorgeous, clients and pole dancers. One of
those dancers is Tyler Reiss, whose background and history we are not privy to until well into the
first quarter of the book, and only because Marcus, in his inimitably crass way, asks the questions
and makes the discoveries for us.There is a good deal of wait and bait and wait and see in the
beginning of the book--and then the whole thing explodes into a fast-moving, angst-filled,
self-doubting, thick-headed battle between two men who never let anyone inside, even each other,
until it's almost too late.As is the case in many books like this, it's a child who races to the rescue,
and Lilly is a cool four-year-old who beguiles not only her Uncle Tyler but also the sour Marcus and
his friends. The circumstances and plot which develops are logical, very New York, and exciting in

every respect. This is another great ending to another great series by an author who has entered
my personal Great MM Authors Hall of Fame.

Second to None is brilliant! Okay, I know you want more so here it goes. No amount of good
intentions can make Marcus see what his friends tell and show him, love and commitment is not a
death sentence for your soul's ability to experience fun, life, and freedom. Some things just have to
happen for certain people to truly believe, and happen it does well eventually anyway. Life may not
be exactly where Tyler envisioned for himself but that doesn't mean he isn't exactly where he needs
to be. When these two cross paths, it is explosive, at least it was for this reader. Sometimes when
couples meet and their chemistry is off the charts, for the reader at least even when the characters
don't feel it yet, their journey can peak early and fall a little flat or remain status quo for the rest of
the book but not this time. Felice Stevens brings us another great couple with this entry in The
Breakfast Club.

I enjoyed all three books in this series, but this one really was THE BEST. I loved Tyler and I loved
the Marcus that evolved once he met and started to develop feelings for Marcus. They were so
good together, with none of the manufactured angst that comes from choosing to not communicate.
It could have gone that way, but this author has more skill than that and the drama was more
authentic.There was a bonus in this book for the people who read the Memory Series (Memories of
the Heart) because Micah and Josh from that series play a significant role in this book. That was
fun. And as usual, this author knows how to write clever, funny dialogue, which is my weakness in a
book. Five stars for sure on this one!

Second to None is a totally captivating, heartwarming story of love and redemption. Two slightly
broken men find each other and, against their better judgement, each finds something they've
always needed in the other. Watching Marcus finally trusting that HEA's are possible whilst Tyler
gradually breaks down his walls is a beautiful thing. Lillie bug is utterly adorable and gives a whole
new insight into Marcus' personality. His previously self centred behaviour is explained and
overcome. I absolutely loved this book and couldn't put it down 'til it's highly satisfying conclusion.
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